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Agenda
9am

Welcome Note by Julia Graham, Deputy CEO and Technical Director, Airmic

9.05am

Keynote – Covid-19 – Business resilience - achieving escape velocity

9.30am

Panel - Corporate Purpose - Infusion of the Leader’s Spirit , moderated by Hoe-Yeong Lock, R&D Manager, Airmic

10.00am

Keynote - Catastrophe and climate change resilience and response, Dr Beverley Adams, Consulting Director,
Strategic Risk Group, Marsh Advisory

10.30am

Keynote - Organisational Resilience, James Crask, Head of resilience consulting, Marsh

11.00 am

Comfort Break

11.15am

Keynote - Personal Resilience, Peter Cheese, CEO, CIPD, The professional body for HR and people development

11.45am

The Great ERM Special Interest Group - for the members by the members, Guest speaker - Michele Wucker:
American author, commentator and policy analyst specialising in the world economy and crisis anticipation

12.45pm

Comfort Break

1.00pm

Keynote - Risk Management in the Boardroom, Mary O’Connor, Chief Risk Officer, KPMG

1.30pm

Keynote - The CRO perspective: Reimaging risk, Robb Eadie, Chief Risk Officer, BHP

2.00pm - 2.10pm

Closing note, John Ludlow, Airmic CEO

Dr. Bev Adams
Head of Catastrophe Resilience, Marsh

3-point Winter Action Plan for
Flood/Climate Resilience

Our 2020 Flood and Climate Journey
WEF report

COVID lockdown

Top 5 risks are climate and environment
related.

Renewal challenges for flood
With transitioning market, insurers
increasingly taking a tough line on flood
risk. Marsh provide support through 5step process (1 diagnostic, 2 survey, 3
implement, 4 insurance, 5 monitoring)

Climate stress testing services

AIRMIC winter briefing

Marsh runs flood resilience workshop
with Sedgwick on how to “recover
resilient”, “design resilient”, “refit
resilient” and “invest resilient” (available
via Marsh flood website)

Marsh ramp-up physical climate services
to support clients with Bank of England
stress testing deploying newly updated
UK flood and subsidence climate models

Your 3-point action plan

Bev’s home floods
Storm Francis and surface drainage
issues causes flooding

Feb
Jan

On-site surveys resume

July

April
March

June

September
August

November

Remote flood surveys resume
+82,000 claims notified costing
+£320million* Source: ABI

Marsh continue providing flood and climate
surveys through “remote” working
practices. +50 site surveys and +75,000
diagnostics performed for client sites

Flood resilience code launched

Flood briefings

Government guidance supporting
businesses and homes to manage flood
risk. Marsh part of authoring team

As welcome relief from COVID, Marsh
host webinars for clients on tackling flood
risk and aligning with the new Code

Ciara and Dennis

AIRMIC academy flood teach-in
Marsh flood resilience surveyors resume
on-site surveys

AIRMIC Fest flood and climate
focus
Marsh provides video briefing on flood
and climate risk, featuring new flood
resilience calculator to support 3
implementation and 4 parametric
insurance

3-point Action Plan
1

Flood Emergency Response Plan
Exercising your FERP (e.g. tabletop test due to COVID) and aligning
it with the new Flood Resilience Code of Practice guidelines

2

Renewals
With insurers heavily penalising immature flood risk management,
working with your broker to be on the front foot

3

Climate roadmap
Establishing your strategic plan for meeting emerging reporting
requirements including TCFD and ESG.

(1)
Flood Emergency
Response Plan
exercising your FERP and aligning it with
the new Flood Resilience Code of Practice
guidelines

Property Flood Resilience (PFR) Code of Practice Launch
10 February 2020

8

FERP = Step 3 of our 5-Step Process

DIAGNOSTIC

SURVEY

IMPLEMENT

INSURANCE

MONITOR

Profile and prioritise
which sites drive your
flood/climate risk.

Asset-specific resilience
assessment and action
plan.

Act on the survey/action
plan and produce FERP.

Recognition of risk and
resilience
improvements.

The one stop service
including all key
sources.

1

2

3

4

5

Portfolio screening
and diagnostic for flood
(river/coast/pluvial) +
other perils today and
under climate change.

Pre-event and for claims,
individual field and
desktop
survey/recommendations
for risk and resilience.

Property-level flood
resilient design and
implementation and
produce/update Flood
Emergency Response
Plan.

Renewal strategy and
placement considers
flood resilience and
parametric instant
insurance.

24-7 forecasting and
monitoring via
government alerts
(EA/SEPA) river gauges,
drones, and social media.

What does a good FERP look like?
A standard FERP contains 3 core elements:

1.

Monitor
Key steps your organisation should take
ahead of events and 24/7 to monitor risk

2.

Respond

3.

Recover

Detailed playbook for triggering, escalating
and responding to a flood

Steps to recover after an incident has occurred

The 3x Rs

Resilience

Resistance

Recoverability

11

Before

How resilient are you?

After

Spot the difference
Hint: there are 8
12

Electrical
sockets raised

Stock raised
off ground
Sump pump/
drainage installed
Flood gates
fitted on all
doors
Waterproofed
floors
Air bricks/vents
covered with
seals

Boundary wall
installed around
property with floodresilient gate

Parametric flood
sensor installed
13

(2)
Renewals
with insurers heavily penalising immature
flood risk management, working with your
broker to be on the front foot

Insurer Requirements
Insurer
Requirements

Explanation

How we help…

A FERP

Have a dedicated and exercised Flood Emergency
Response Plan in place

Development of flood emergency response plans and
guidance for annual review, continuity arrangements, etc.

B On site
hazard
exposure

Examination of flood water sources, return periods/
depths, inc. characteristics of the recent flood

Evaluation of JBA high-resolution flood maps to examine
presence/absence of defences, return periods and historic
flood events. Discussion with local council and EA.

C Off-site
hazard
exposure

Understand of potential issues to access routes into / out
of the site (denial of access)

D Risk-based
flood
assessment

Timeframe of inundation, worst-case inundation levels,
water residence time, return frequencies

Client-guided virtual surveying, questionnaire + google street
view analysis to establish and record external characteristics
(conducted with property flood resilience (PFR) qualified
surveyors)

Link to 5-step
process
3
1–2

2

In-house specialists working alongside qualified Chartered
Engineers and Hydrologists to undertake flood risk
assessments to provide all insurer modelling requirements.

2

E Flood Risk
Methods for managing the flood risk to cover both
recommendati resistance and resilience solutions
ons

Qualified MRC survey partners deliver recommendations in
line with Defra’s Property Flood Resilience code of practice,
which enables us to recommend the most viable resistance
and recoverability solutions

2

F

Commentary around likely levels of residual risk with
prevention measures implemented

All surveys produce recommendations on potential
resistance, monitoring and recovery measures.

G Property
maintenance
programme

Flood type specific and pre-autumn / winter

Implementation of flood resilient property maintenance
programme in line with DEFRA’s PFR code of practice

H Flood alert
system

Comprehensiveness (e.g. sensors, does it cover all sites?) Recommendations deliver options for monitoring activities for
both in-person and automated sensor technologies

Residual risk
commentary

2-3

3

3

Renewals are tough…
#

Examples of challenging client renewals

MRC Solution

1

• UK corporate client had a flood claim in 2015 and another at a different site in
November 2019
• Existing insurer wanted 65% increase in premium for all sites to retain the
existing excess of £25k
• When approaching the broader market:
‒ Three insurers declined to offer cover entirely
‒ Two offered favourable terms but £250k excess to the site with a
claim and other £25k excess to other sites

✓ Parametric infill for the excess plus client
undertaking resilience and developing a FERP

2

• Nation-wide builders merchants with flood loss in 2019
• £100k excess (representing a 400% increase) applied to 32 high risk flood
sites

✓ Excess reduced this to £50k by completing
resilience surveys virtually and producing a FERP

3

• ~1000 properties in Cumbria which were impacted by storm Desmond in 2015 ✓ Diagnostic used to understand number of high
• Insurance renewal at the end of the 3 year agreement challenging, due to the
and very high risk sites and now being used to
number of flood risk exposures in Cumbria and other locations around the UK
inform discussions with parametric insurance
solutions to restructure the programme for the
most at risk sites

3x words of advice

1.

Start early
Begin your renewal planning 6 months ahead

2.

Get a flood screening

3.

Be open minded about options

Take advantage of a no-cost river flood pre-screening

Non-traditional options like parametric flood cover
combined with resilience for excess infill, denial of cover,
top-up limit etc

FloodFlash quotes available through Marsh

(3)
Climate roadmap
establishing your strategic plan for meeting
emerging reporting requirements

Climate in the Spotlight with Investors
ESG - Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance It is a set of standards for an organisations operations that socially
conscious investors use to screen potential investments. Environmental criteria consider how a company performs as a steward of
nature. Social criteria examine how it manages relationships with employees, executive suppliers, customers, and the communities
where it operates. Governance deals with a company’s leadership, pay, audits, internal controls, and shareholder rights.

Environmental
Climate mitigation, GHG emissions,
Paris Agreement, sustainability,
pollution and waste

Environmental captures physical
climate impacts (TCFD) plus noncarbon - energy efficiencies, carbon
footprints, greenhouse gas emissions,
deforestation, biodiversity, pollution
mitigation, waste management and
water usage.

Social
Diversity, human rights, consumer
protection and animal welfare

Social covers labour standards, wages
and benefits, workplace and board
diversity, racial justice, pay equity,
human rights, talent management,
community relations, privacy and data
protection, health and safety, supplychain management and other human
capital and social justice issues.

Governance
Management structure, employee
relations, reporting and compensation

Governance captures the governing of
the “E” and the “S” categories –
corporate board composition and
structure, strategic sustainability
oversight and compliance, executive
compensation, political contributions
and lobbying, and bribery and
corruption.

Begin acting now for TCFD

Sustainability

E

S

G

• The UK Government’s 2019 Green Finance
strategy set out its expectation for all listed
companies and large asset owners to disclose
in line with the TCFD recommendations by
2022
• We are working with the UK Banking sector
now for Bank of England Stress Testing

Non-carbon

Climate

• TCFD = Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures

TCFD scenario analysis of
physical and transition
risks

• TCFD activity covers:
- Governance around climate risk
- Strategy impact and financial planning
- Risk management to identify/assess/manage
- Metrics & targets to manage risks/opportunities

Build ESG & TCFD into your ERM framework

Marsh’s Enterprise Risk Management Framework – a means by which to
manage ESG-related risks

Governance

Policies and procedures

Appetite and tolerance

Oversight and assurance

Core risk
management
process
Identify risks

Resources &
infrastructure

Respond &
control

Monitor &
review

Roles and responsibilities

Culture

Analyse &
assess

Tools, systems and data

• Each ESG component
should be considered as
part of strategic and
financial planning and
operational management.
• ESG has emerging risk
implications, as such
associated threats and
opportunities should be
assessed against risk
appetite, then controlled
and managed through the
ERM framework (Marsh’s
ERM framework is shown
below).

For Advice and More Info on Flood/Climate Resilience….

Access all of the latest thinking and
operational insights on flood
resilience at:
www.marsh.com/uk/flooding

For all flood/climate questions or simply to have a chat….

Dr Bev Adams
Head of Catastrophe Resilience and Visual Intelligence
Contributor to the DEFRA Property Flood Resilience Code of Practice
Email: Beverley.Adams@marsh.com
Tel.: +44 (0)7941 287 313
www.marsh.com/uk/flooding

